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'The Yellow Brick Road'
'The Yellow Brick Road' review: Oz-themed kids musical
follows classic tale with Latin twist
JOE DZIEMIANOWICZ
Friday, August 5th 2011, 4:00 AM
Recommend

20 people recommend this. Be the first of your
friends.

Handout
Lending Dora a hand (or paw) are Scarecrow, who scrambles English and Spanish; a pint-size
Mountain Lion; and Tino, a walking food cart who lacks passion.

The delightful new Oz-themed kids
Overview
musical, "The Yellow Brick Road," proves
there's still lessons to be learned traveling down this popular pathway.
Likewise, there's lots of magic still stirring inside those famous ruby slippers whose GPS
is permanently set on Home.
Like "The Wiz" and "Wicked," this presentation from the ever-reliable Theatreworks USA,
looks to L. Frank Baum's popular tale for inspiration.
Creators Mando Alvarado and Tommy Newman (book) and Jaime Lozano and Newman
(lyrics and music) are faithful to the source but spike their version with a salsa beat. It is
told from the Mexican-American perspective of Dora (Virginia Cavaliere), who lives in
Chicago and is turning 15.
Dora isn't into the quinceañera her mom (Lexi Rhoades) has planned. Torn between
cultures, she's unsure of who she is and expresses that in "Way Out There," one of
several tuneful numbers.
In the deftly compacted story, La Curandera (
Oz to follow the yellow brick road, or, el camino amarillo. The show blends in Spanish
terms on occasion.

Dora, played by Cavaliere, and La Curandera, played by Toro, in 'The Yellow Brick Road.'
(Handout)
Lending Dora a hand (or paw) are Scarecrow (
Spanish; Tino (Frank Viveros), a walking food cart who lacks passion, and a pint-size
Mountain Lion (Cedric Leiba Jr.)
They run into, natch, the wicked witch, La Bruja (also Toro).
Director Davanand Janki, who also choreographed with Robert Tatad, has assembled an
ace cast. Everyone has wonderful moments in the hourlong show.
Cavaliere sings with jewel tones as shiny as those ruby shoes. As the Wizard, Rhoades
turns the tune "I've Got What You Need" into a sassy head-poppin' blast.
Janki has wrapped the show up in vibrant costumes (the skull-encrusted crone's gown is
awesome) and low-tech, high-impact theatricality. Like when the evil witch is vanquished
with a wide red fabric ribbon.
Holy guacamole!
And wholly bewitching.
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